Analysing protein competition on self-assembled mono-layers studied with quartz crystal microbalance.
The mechanisms by which proteins adsorb to surfaces of biomaterials have long been of interest. The present work started with the premise that small/hard and large/soft proteins will yield different sets of normalized frequency shift and dissipation signals when studied with a quartz crystal microbalance. The aim was to evaluate the usefulness of these raw data to study protein competition using protein incubations in sequence and from mixtures of albumin (BSA) and gamma-globulin (BGG) at various ratios. Increasing the concentration of BSA decreases the adsorption of subsequently incubated BGG. For BSA/BGG mixtures the dissipation is similar for all logarithmic molar ratios BGG/BSA below 1 but soon decreases when the molar ratio of BSA/BGG (and opposite for the normalized frequency shift) is above 1, indicating preferential binding of BGG. Modelling indicated that differences in the film shear modulus and viscosity depend more on the properties of the self-assembling mono-layers (SAMs) than on the proteins. Films high in BSA tentatively differ in film shear modulus and viscosity from that of films high in BGG but only on the hydrophobic surfaces. The results were encouraging as the raw data were deemed to be able to point at protein adsorption competition.